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Abstract

Multimodal instruction for literacy comes in many forms. This study focused on digital

print, children’s picture books, YouTube presentations of children’s picture books, films, and

novels. Twenty-one students between the ages 11 and 12 participated in this action research

studyStudents were provided multimodal instruction addressing issues of diversity as well as

verbal and written literature response activities to support learning throughout the research time

period. Findings indicate that students perceived the audio accompanied lessons to be the most

effective means of multimodal instruction. These findings showed that the addition of audio

enhanced the overall learning experience.

Keywords: multimodal instruction, reading, digital literacy, seventh grade, reader

response
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Multimodal Instruction Targeting Diversity and the Ways in Which Students Learn

I teach in a school district where a very minute amount of the student population is

non-white. There is a serious problem with the inequality of diverse literature available to

students. My students have hundreds of options of books to read in my classroom and in the

school library, but their choices of culturally diverse literature are not equal. The lack of

sufficient diverse reading materials is a serious problem in my school community. With reduced

access to culturally diverse literature students’ exposure to cultures that are not familiar to them

is reduced. Diversity themed literature has the ability to create this cultural awareness for

students; students should be aware of the different cultures in our world and ways to study these

cultures. They also lack some of the knowledge of the beliefs, struggles, celebrations, and

traditions of varying cultures. Further, our classrooms tend to lean toward traditional learning

(paper to pen or now computer based lessons) with little addition of multimodal instruction.

In this study, I introduced materials within a multimodal unit with an emphasis on

diversity. The research was conducted during a class titled “Foundations.” This class is an

elective for students who are not in band and consists of approximately twenty students—both

boys and girls. The class has an emphasis on reading, but isn’t a graded reading class. The

purpose of this study was to immerse students in a multimodal learning environment with a

concentration on Black culture in order to expand their awareness of diverse cultures. The

rationale for this research stemmed from the question: what effects would the incorporation of

multimodal lessons centered on diversity (specifically the Black culture) have on the overall
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understanding of this culture, and how would these lessons encourage further learning? In

addition, what modes of learning (movie, print, electronic) would these students perceive as most

beneficial?

Literature Review

Multimodal Pedagogy

Students’ learning styles of today have been identified as multifaceted and therefore

require a pedagogical approach that aligns with their needs. When considering multimodal

novels, we may not realize that typical, traditional novels are, by definition, considered

multimodal due to differences in the front covers, the sizes of the books, as well as the font size

used in the book (Serafini, 2018). But we have learned that multimodality means so much more

today than this type of description depicts. Today, multimodality speaks to a deeper

understanding of a text due to the use of images and audio texts as a separate portion apart from

the written language or text.

Individual input gives each student the fulfillment of being able to share in various levels

of understanding using multimodal tasks independently and without direct instruction from the

teacher. A sense of achievement reinforces the learning that has occurred (Boch, 2015). Through

the use of a variety of modalities, such as articles, books, news clips, films, and images, students

can create a deeper understanding of material during close reading. At the beginning of a school

year, teachers spend a great deal of time in direct instruction with students. With the scaffolding

approach discussed in this study, students gain the knowledge to deepen their understanding of

materials and, most importantly, to apply the new knowledge to their own lives and experiences.

The concept of multimodal pedagogy also leads to a great understanding of complex texts and

the ability to use the information once it has been presented to the students (Boch, 2015).
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Traditionally, many of these multimodal skills have been left out of the classroom, but

more recently, teachers have tested the usability of things as simple as a video that may once

have been used as a hook to gain interest for students. These hooks now can be a vital part of a

multimodal learning environment. “Working with different modes can help students fine tune

these skills that they have” (Boch, 2015, p. 580). These skills include, but are not limited to:

understanding of themes compared to outcomes of the text; also, they may more easily be able to

transfer that knowledge into their everyday experiences. Multimodal instructional materials can

incorporate familiar genres such as childhood films, books, and discussions about personal

experiences (Boch, 2015).

Graphic Novels

The use of a graphic novel as a companion piece provides a different approach to the

traditional text. When students learn the process with which to read a graphic novel or comic and

to find more complex meanings, they learn that they are not simply books to be skimmed or read

quickly. There is a deeper meaning within the novel that can be compared and contrasted with

different literary pieces. The balance between privilege and economic power compared to those

who do not have that can be taught through the use of nontraditional and traditional presentations

(Dellacqua, 2020).

In the source by Dellaqua,  the power and privilege paradigm was examined by direct

instruction of a graphic novel called Yummy: The Last Days of Southside Shorty and

Shakespeare’s Hamlet. Students were challenged with a question referring to power and

privilege. Through the study of these literary pieces, students created multimodal representations

of understanding including picture/working comparisons using magazine cut outs and art

supplies. This multimodal way of learning provided students with the opportunity to create a
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deeper understanding of what they were learning and what they were discussing during their

class. Multiple voices were easily recognized with this type of activity as students share their

collective comprehension of the topic. Easily shared projects increase a student’s interpretations

and viewpoints (Dellacqua, 2020).

“The multimodal composing validated the emotive, creative, and intelligent power behind

students’ choices regarding the reshaping and restructuring of both texts…...giving students

opportunities to encounter multiple perspectives within reading lacks purpose if students are not

given equitable opportunity to add their own voices to an ongoing dialogue between texts”

(Dellacqua, 2020, p. 76).

Images as Print

Images have a way of telling a story and supporting the reader’s thoughts. Through

images, a presenter can tell a story using character placement, background images, foreground

images, color versus black and white, and many other literary elements. The reader of an image

can get a strong sense of the meaning of the image through the image itself. To enhance

understanding, a writer can add a short description or caption to the writing to clarify the story

they are telling. In the study by Taylor, a picture project can be a multifaceted representation of a

child’s story with definite detail, description, and meaning allowing the student to show things

that they would not have the verbal capacity to explore (Taylor, 2019).

Even at a very young age, multimodal instruction can help a reader to better understand

reading pictures and written words. A group of preschoolers were studied while using direct

person to person contact while also receiving instruction via computers. Computers offer many

learners the opportunity to choose and present individual interpretations they would otherwise

never be able to express. Practitioners expressed a concern in regard to the resources available to
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all children opposed to some who had easy access to or even had computer devices of their own.

Concerns were shared regarding the effects of screen-based instruction on their child. Many

differences in the way in which children interacted with the materials was related to the

contrasting socio-economic factors. The interaction and explanation from an adult (modeling as

well) seemed to also be a common factor in understanding (Taylor, 2019).

Multimodal Novels

Multimodal novels, although quite different from comics, are a means by which a novel

can be taught. Unique perspectives are presented in the form of multimodal novels giving the

reader enrichment and understanding through images combined with written words. The picture

books used to teach reading to younger children follow the same concept, but with this leap into

a slightly older generation, the instruction technique has been quite effective in terms of

understanding (Serafini, 2018).

When making comparisons between different types of multimodal novels and comic

books, researchers break down and state the differences between each of these formats. These

characters know and act in a way that lets the reader know the character is in the books and is

acting as such. Multimodal novels, specifically, introduce photographs as a part of the book and

these photographs engage the reader in a different way to enhance the overall understanding of

the text (Serafini, 2018).

Comic Books

The comic book genre utilizes the construction of images and panels combined with

words to encourage the reader’s synthesis of the information. These comics tell a story in a much

different way than a multimodal novel due to the panels and the characters' expression of the
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story. The use of digital graphic novels allows for sound and animation while engaging the

student in the process of understanding the text (Serafini).

On the other hand, comic books, both digital and print, have changed to be more

inclusive of  racially diverse characters. Cultural diversities are shown rather than told in the

novel Miles Morales (Bendis, 2016).

Young readers gain the ability to interpret the various levels of understanding through

multimodal texts (Bendis, 2016). This understanding can be used for years to come.

Reader-Response

Critical response to literature is crucial in understanding and making meaning of texts.

Through interaction with literature, students are more apt to understand what they are reading as

well as make connections to their own lives and the world around them. This practice encourages

the teacher to take a cooperative approach to teaching while allowing students to explore the

materials they have read or watched with their peers. This pedagogy has shown to also provide

exploration by students to encourage responses that are related to the student’s own culture and

surroundings. Throughout this experience with the literature, students make connections through

conversations with their peers, while recognizing different perceptions of the same literature.

These perspectives help guide deeper learning experiences for all students. Additionally, these

perspectives bring in cultural diversities among students: race, gender, socioeconomics, and

varying age groups. Park describes this study as offering to “move beyond valuing individual

responses and personal connections to literature, and instead creating opportunities for students

to insert themselves---their ideas, questions, and stories---into a community of readers” (Park,

2012, p. 193). Prior to making these connections, the reading of literature was treated as an

individual activity and lacked a personal experience component (Park, 2012).
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Students who share their own ideas and perspectives on a topic can open a door for deep

conversations which can sometimes include conflict. Through conflict, though, students are able

to see different sides to situations and experiences. These varying ideas can create an opportunity

for the literature to be examined again and ideas to change (Park, 2012).

This study also showed that students respond better to pedagogy that they have insight

into. Through the book study that was conducted during the research period, students offered

ideas for novels to be read. Together as a group, determinations were made as to what would be

read and the time periods the book club was to meet. Interactions such as this create relationship

building which is important for reader-response to be effective. When students feel comfortable

and trusting of the teachers involved, they feel more comfortable in sharing their ideas and

beliefs. Because the teacher takes more of a guidance approach to reader-response, these

relationships are important. Teachers will pose questions that enhance the conversations--more

so as a part of the group--but allow students to be the content contributors of the discussion.

Reader-response pedagogy provides the opportunity for students to dig deeper into the

literature and study characters in a bigger picture kind of way. Through this study, students can

determine cultural aspects of the characters and why they may behave in a certain way instead of

simply discussing the character traits. This deep character analysis can change the meaning of

literature or the understanding of the literature by the reader. Modeling by the teacher is

important during this period of time because students do not automatically know how to perform

these analyses. Especially while transitioning from a whole class discussion to these smaller

group discussions, students require leadership in learning how to communicate their ideas and

how to effectively listen to the ideas of others (Park, 2012).
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Lastly, this research study showed that it is critical for teachers to observe how students

learn. Adolescents, specifically, have a way of finding information, processing that information,

and communicating the information to their peers. This behavior can and will change as time

goes on, so ongoing observations with classes are necessary. “Simply asking students to form a

group and discuss a book will not guarantee critical and communal reader responses: (Park,

2012, p. 207). By placing themselves alongside students in a discussion group, teachers can offer

suggestions in the conversation while also taking note of the reactions to these suggestions or the

conversations going on around them.

Students find pleasure in taking a part in, discussing their thoughts on, and hearing other

points of view on texts. This system of ownership in their learning, if you will, creates a learning

environment that is rich in deeper understanding, communication, and connections to culture and

the outside world (Park, 2012).

Secondary education needs to create connections to life experiences just as well as in

younger students. Drawing on past experiences and connecting with characters as well as

situations increases a student’s capacity for understanding material they are reading.  Further

interaction with this material solidifies the meaning and encourages students to take a deeper

look into their overall relationship with the characters and text. What once was believed to be an

independent reading classroom has transformed into an interactive learning environment.

Readers often begin a text with a predetermined idea in mind. With readers-response, these

predetermined ideas can be changed through interaction with the materials both during and after

the reading is completed. This change in ideas can open the door or deeper understanding as well

as empathy for characters and their situations (Rosenblatt & Booth, 1995).

Mirrors, Windows, and Sliding Glass Doors
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If teachers empower the readers to learn more about people and themselves, they can

more easily make a positive impact on our society. If teachers choose materials that allow

students to be empowered, they can help create this byway for cultural awareness and education.

Mirrors, windows, and sliding glass doors are a way for students to really learn about other

cultures and create emotional involvement in their learning (Johnson, 2017).

Characters in novels can have an incredible impact on learners. These characters can help

readers see themselves (mirrors), see into a new culture or situation (windows), or make changes

in their own perception by becoming a part of that character's experiences (sliding glass doors).

Characters are the building blocks of literature understanding. Johnson stated, “only 12.5% (of

3,400 books) were written or illustrated by people of color and First/Native Nations; 21.6% were

about people of color and First/Native Nations” (p. 570). Further, white characters are evident in

most books for younger readers. With this knowledge, it is imperative that teachers make choices

that emphasize diversity in their classrooms. Many libraries and classrooms still lack diverse

materials for students to read. Book clubs and literature circles are a way for teachers to offer

diverse materials on a budget.

Much like a mirror on the wall, students who can see themselves in characters are

experiencing a mirror to the story. Readers can relate their lives and experiences to the characters

in books that are mirrors. These mirror images can reflect themselves physically, culturally, or

emotionally. These mirrors create a connection between the reader and character which enhances

learning and interest from the reader (Johnson, 2017).

Windows, as you gaze through them, allow you to see what is on the other side of the

window pane. Similarly, windows for readers offer an opportunity to see into another world or

culture. Through these windows, a world unknown to the reader can be opened up. Oftentimes
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this window helps students make a connection to a character on an emotional level. When

emotion is involved, students tend to put themselves into the character’s shoes and imagine how

they would react to a situation. The connections can be key in creating a deeper understanding of

the materials/literature presented.

Sliding glass doors are a way for students to make changes to their own world based on

the actions of the characters. These students are emotionally changed by the content in the book

and the characters the books are about. They open the door and walk through in their

understanding and gain knowledge on the topic. Often these sliding glass doors relate to cultures

that are unknown to the reader. These cultures could be racially different cultures, differing

abilities, and/or socioeconomic differences. The emotional connections can  encourage students

to make changes within their own worlds or share this new knowledge with others (Johnson,

2017).

Teachers play a critical role in the introduction of these materials. Care in material

choice, active teaching, and interactions with readers will keep interest in these mirror, windows,

and sliding glass doors. Through questions and conversations, students can better understand and

make an emotional connection to the characters in the book.

To solidify a sliding glass doors character situation, teachers need to take care to include

characters who face great adversity or challenges. Johnson (2017) indicated that the following

criteria should be considered when choosing literature to incorporate sliding glass doors:

● Make the world a better place

● Experience injustice

● Stand up or speak out

● Serve as role models
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● Take risks

● Wrestle with right and wrong

● Raise questions about their world (p. 573).

Connections to the ideas above will encourage students to make a difference in their own

communities and begin to imagine taking action to do so (Johnson, 2017).

To enhance learning further, teachers should instruct students to read text more closely,

reflect on what they have read, and prepare ahead of time for discussions. These steps will help

the student as well as the group they will be working with. The conversations and extension

activities that follow will create a deeper understanding of the materials and make the mirrors,

windows, and sliding glass doors more effective (Johnson, 2017).

I took all of this research into consideration when I designed this action research study

that follows. Students in my school district needed to experience multimodal instruction with an

emphasis on Black culture. Their experiences within their school and community were not

diverse enough to give information on this culture, nor to understand the culture as a whole both

historically and recently. Connections to their own worlds were made as well as plans to

implement change to share the knowledge they had gained.

Methods

Setting and Participants

This action research study took place at a rural middle school in Western Wisconsin. The

school population is approximately 450 students. The ethnic composition of the student body

was 0.2%-American Indian or Alaska Native, 0.5%-Black or African American, 3.7%-Hispanic

or Latino, 92.6%-Caucasian, and 2.9%-two or more races (Wisconsin DPI website, 2019).
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The students who were involved in action research were students in my Foundations class

which is an alternate class to band. In this class, students learn about various cultures while

gaining skills in reading. The students are between the ages of 11 and 12 years old. This class

had 21 students who participated in this study; however, five students volunteered to be focal

students, and I used their data. This focal student group consisted of four girls and one boy. All

had varying reading levels. Students and parents have signed “informed consent” documents to

give permission to be a part of the study.

The students were given a verbal informal interview before the lessons on diverse

cultures began. These lessons (within the full length class) included cognitive, physical, and

cultural diversities. I had conversations with students that took place randomly throughout the

lessons. Specifically for this research, the students researched traditions and lifestyles of Black

culture through children’s books, online articles, film, and discussions surrounding what the

students knew prior to the lessons and what they learned from these lessons.

During the class periods, the class discussed the ways in which they learned about these

different cultures (through multimodal instruction) and which seemed the most effective way for

them to learn about different cultures. Multimodal lessons are differentiated ways in which to

teach a concept. This teaching pedagogy emphasizes lessons created for different learning styles:

kinesthetic, auditory, verbal, and social. Additionally, students are introduced to a topic, in this

case the concentration was on Black culture, are given initial instruction on the topic and are

later offered exploration into further information on the topic. Through our discussions, we had

open conversations about questions the students had or comments they wished to share. I helped

foster a safe environment without judgement or fear of opinions or rejection because of those

opinions. I wanted students to feel comfortable asking tough questions that they truly wondered
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about and were curious about. This study researched the overall success of multimodal

instruction with an emphasis on cultural diversity concentrating on Black culture. Further

research was done to determine their opinion of the most effective mode of instruction, what they

learned, and what students can do with this new knowledge in their own school community.

Focal students volunteered to be a part of this research. The other students in the class

received the same lessons and completed the same activities but were not interviewed. The entire

class was given the verbal information interview at the start and a formal survey after the lessons

were completed. This research was conducted February 9 - February 29, 2021. This research was

conducted when the students returned to face to face learning following the virtual learning time

period.

Data Collection

During this study, data were collected through several sources: informal interview,

observation during lesson delivery, analysis of student work, interviews with students and

post-survey results.

Every aspect of the class, with the exception of the novel reading, was done during our

time together in class. This class met twice a week for eighty minutes each time on Tuesdays and

Thursdays. Discussions took place about the emotional and educational (what they will learn

about the culture) nature of some of the lessons we will encounter while in this class and during

the action research. Discussions surrounding the cultures were both very sad and very happy. The

conversations brought about tough questions, and this classroom was presented as a safe place to

learn about cultures and what/how they currently influence and have influenced history. Our

school counselor was available if anyone needs to talk through their feelings after our lessons
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and they are not comfortable discussing these feelings in class. Students were not in any sort of

physical harm.

Observations took place each day while students completed the multimodal activities for

the day. I talked with the students about what they were learning while they were working, what

they thought about the lessons, and added notes to their activities after class. These notes can be

found in the margin of some of the activities.

Informal, Whole Class Interview

At the beginning of this action research study, students were given a verbal informal

interview (Appendix A) to determine what facts they knew about Black culture. Additionally,

they were asked what they would like to know or what they were confused about in terms of the

culture. Questions were also posed regarding the diversity of their own school.

Lesson Observation

I taught four lessons and took observational notes during these four lessons that focused

on students' engagement with tasks and how they interacted with the materials. Particular

emphasis was given to discussions around racial diversity and their own background experiences

as well as the information they were learning during the lessons.

Student Work

Students completed a variety of activities to show what they were learning. These

activities (Appendix B-E) showed what students were learning and how they could connect the

lessons to their world today.

Students were taught and were interacting with multimodal lessons on diversity. Through

these lessons, students were shown a film, read children’s books to one another, watch children’s

books on YouTube that have a read aloud component as well as pictures shown in the reading,
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and read online articles on newsela.com. Newsela is an online platform where teachers can locate

varying articles about many different topics.  These articles come completed with an audio

option for listening while reading, quizzes, and a final test on the literary piece (“Authentic

Content from the Most Trusted Names. 10 New Texts Published Every Day.”, 2021).

Additionally, students had a novel to read during this research period. These novels were read on

their own and questionnaires were completed when they were finished. Discussions took place

on Thursdays during the research period. Discussions took place regarding the content of their

books as well as what they have learned and/or questions that arose. Students were able to share

something they were unaware of prior to the lessons.

Student Interviews

Sit down interviews were conducted with students toward the end of the study. These

interviews (Appendix F) were geared toward what they had learned and how they could

incorporate what they had learned in their own community and school.

Post Surveys

Post surveys (Appendix E) were given to determine what the students thought was the best mode

of learning for themselves and what mode of learning they thought had actually helped them to

gain the greatest amount of knowledge.

Preparing Culturally Diverse Literature Lessons

Preparation of a culturally diverse course using multimodal instruction was the goal of

this class. The complete lesson plans for the quarter can be found on the link here:

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Mt8V7aDsL7wasG_Iwxdbm_tlitvlBZQmcXUSdsrqbeo/

edit?usp=sharing. I presented a unit on Black culture (see Table 1 and Appendix I) that was

studied either individually, as pairs, or as a whole group. After each lesson, students were given a
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follow-up activity (one pagers, short drawing or writing activities, discussions) as a connection

to the materials presented. Each day was a new and different multimodal lesson followed by

group discussion while they completed the activity. The conversations were opportunities for

students to connect their lives to the materials they had just read and share those connections

with their peers. These multimodal lessons were created to keep interest within the classroom

and to build a knowledge base for Black culture. First, children’s books were presented in hard

copy (Appendix B), for students to read in pairs or small groups. Next, a film (Appendix C)

geared toward their young adult age levels was shown in class; this film can be connected to

many things going on in our current world. The third lesson (Appendix D) involved students

reading an article, at their grade level, from newsela.com. This article concentrated on an

entertainer (Beyonce), with whom they are familiar, in the black community. Lastly, the students

were presented with YouTube children’s books (Appendix E) that were read to them as well as

the reader presenting the book for viewing. After each was read, students discussed what the

theme or characters were reiterating in the story and what they could learn from this message.

Table 1

Table of Multimodal Lessons Given During the Study Period

Date of Lesson Multimodal Lesson Materials Used Activity

02/09/2021 Informal, Whole
Class
Interview/Children’s
Books

Children’s Book
Options: Ruby Finds
a Worry, Hidden
Figures, When the
Beat was Born,
Defying Hitler, Sisters
& Champions, Nelson
Mandella

Opening oral surveys
were done/Students
read these in partners
and created a
one-pager to show
what they learned.

02/11/2021 Sharing of Children's
book

Novel Options:
The Hate U Give, On

Students shared their
one-pagers and what
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information/Novel
Discussion

the Come Up, Dear
Martin, Dear Justyce,
Monday’s Not
Coming, Dark Sky
Rising:
Reconstruction and
The Dawn of Jim
Crow, Ghost Boys

their books talked
about. Novel
discussions took place
and questions were
answered.

02/16/2021 Film Showing The Hate U Give Students watched the
movie and afterwards
a movie one-pager was
completed

02/18/2021 Film
completion/One-page
r completion/Novel
Discussion

Students shared their
one pagers as they
finished. Novel
discussions were had.

02/23/2021 Newsela.com article “Beyoncé drops
surprise single "Black
Parade" on
Juneteenth”

Students read/listened
to this article and
afterwards created a
meme that described
what they had read.

02/25/2021 Sharing
Memes/Novel
Discussion

Students shared the
meme’s they created
as well as discussed
their novels.

02/26/2021 Wrap Up and Final
Discussion

Students completed
their final survey and
reflections of the novel
they read.

After the final lesson, I gave a survey to students that resembled the oral survey given in

the beginning, but it was in writing. This survey concentrated on what they had learned, what

mode of learning they believed worked best for them and why, what they still wanted to know

about this culture, and how they could change the culture in their school to be more accepting of

diverse cultures.

Findings
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After completion of the study and analysis of the data, I found that the inclusion of

multimodal, Black culture  focused materials had several effects on students’ learning.

Informal, Whole Class Interview

The students in this class were given a verbal/conversational survey to determine their

prior knowledge regarding the Black culture at the start of the research. This information was

used to compare their knowledge at the end of the study. This was done to encourage

conversations in the class as we researched and helped to begin to create trust in sharing their

opinions and understanding.

During this conversation, a few students expressed that because their school lacks

cultural diversity, they are only vaguely aware of cultures other than their own. One student

stated that he was only aware of students with disabilities who were black in this school, so he

assumed that was typical in most schools. In this school district, there are three Black

students--all who receive special education services. His reasoning is the main reason for this

study, as this assumption is untrue and unfair; however, it is what his opinion was based on due

his exposure to Black culture. During this specific portion of the conversation, I explained to

them that due to the size of their community, sometimes diversity isn’t widespread.  We

discussed other cultures and how we don’t have a wide variety of cultures in the school. I asked

them to open their minds regarding Black culture and think about all of the knowledge they

could gain from the Foundations course. They expressed a deep interest in learning more about

people other than themselves and expressed their eagerness to get started on the first culture. All

students were engaged in this conversation and were willing to share their thoughts, feelings, and

experiences in the coming weeks.

Observational Data and Student Work
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Children’s Books

The students read children’s books in a partnership or small group. Three of the focal

students were placed in a small group to read a book together and the two remaining focal

students were placed in a partnership to read a different book. After the read aloud, they

completed one-pager comprehension activities individually, but while they were still in the small

or partner group. These one-pager activities are one page worksheets designed to spark

comprehension and connections to life situations with students (Appendix B). The instructions

were to read the book, complete the one-pager activity on paper, discuss the book and one-pager,

and then turn in their work.

The student work showed that they were all able to understand the theme of the books

and to make connections to their own lives. In one of the student samples from the children’s

book segment of this lesson, a student indicated that you should follow your dreams. In further

conversation with this student, he told me that in an age where there are so many jobs to choose

from, he wondered what it was like to have a “dream.” To him, the idea of a dream job or a

dream in any way was something that seemed unattainable. Another student wrote about

perseverance and love as themes from one of the books, saying that these themes stuck out

because the women in the novel went through a great deal of racism to get where they were and

to gain respect from their peers and superiors. Further conversation with a student led to a

discussion about bravery when faced with adversity. This student indicated that even with the

trials these sisters faced (disease, foot injuries, lung problems), they still were able to find the

bravery to move forward and not give up.

Film
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Students spent one full class period and a short amount of a second class period watching

the film, The Hate U Give (Tillman, 2018). This movie tells the story of a young lady named Star

whose friend, Khalil, is killed by a police officer who thought he was reaching into the car for a

gun. The officer later learns that there was no gun, but instead Khalil was reaching for a

hairbrush. The movie goes on to show the aftermath of the shooting. The tension in the

community with one another and the police is difficult for all of the characters in the film. Riots

are started, people are hurt, and families are affected. I did not give the students background

information for this film prior to viewing the film. I wanted them to watch the film with fresh

eyes and without prior judgments based on a synopsis. Students completed an activity titled Film

One Pagers (Appendix C) after viewing the film while discussing the movie and their feelings

with their peers. With this activity, students created drawing or word-based worksheets with

distinct instructions to show connections to characters and the real world. This activity brought

about a great deal of conversation regarding the riots in Minneapolis, Minnesota, and the murder

of George Floyd. This movie was a realization for the students that hate is close to their own

neighborhood. I overheard conversations between students, while working on their one-pager

activities, that expressed concern for these things to happen in their own town. They stated that

during the riots they were fearful of protesters destroying buildings close to them. Further, they

stated that this film was a reminder of these situations and created a bit of fear for them. At the

same time, students expressed sympathy for the families involved in all situations, both fictional

(the film) and real (George Floyd’s family). They indicated that they had no idea, prior to the

riots and murder, that these crimes occurred as they did not occur in their town to their

knowledge.

YouTube Read Aloud Children’s Books
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Students read along with and listened to YouTube videos of children’s books (see Figure

1). They were able to choose from a collection of book covers and links available on Google

Classroom for this Foundations Class (image below of book choices). After they read the book,

they created a meme (Appendix D) to show the meaning of the story. These memes are a

representation of their thoughts and feelings after watching/reading along with the book. One

thing I noticed was that the student who read a book about Michelle Obama used white

characters in his/her meme who were describing Obama as a normal First Lady.  The woman in

the meme (who may have been depicted as Michelle herself) was white. When questioned about

this, the student stated that it hadn’t occurred to them that they used white people to represent

anyone in the meme.  They simply chose people who they thought looked interesting or

attractive. Hair Love was a choice book for another student who used verbiage about not giving

up. During a discussion about this choice, the student reflected that they were impressed by the

little girl in the book and how she was so patient while she showed her dad how to do her hair.

The student also stated that they were unaware that Black people had hair that needed a special

kind of care. I asked why they thought that would be because most people I know basically do

their hair the same way, and he stated that he thought it was because they had a different original

country and their body make up was different.
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Figure 1

Screenshot of read aloud YouTube links available.

Digital Article from Newsela

Newsela is an online platform that teachers use to assign articles on topics. These articles

are organized for teachers to find easily and have related articles to most every article listed.

Students read an article on newslea.com about the singer Beyonce titled “Beyoncé drops surprise

single "Black Parade" on Juneteenth.” It was an article that explained a song that she had written

and performed regarding Juneteenth which is the date in which the last black slaves learned that

they were free. The article also discusses the disgust and outrage regarding George Floyd’s

murder. “Black Parade” is a song that is about helping others (Associated Press 2020). This

article offered an audio reading of the piece students could use to follow along with the words in

the article. All of the students utilized the audio version along with the visual version. After

reading this article, they completed a hexagonal thinking activity to go with the article and to

demonstrate their learnings (Appendix E). Hexagonal one pagers are comprehension activities
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that have six specific requirements: character information, connections to the world, themes,

style elements, connections to other literary pieces - multimodal text or films are acceptable, and

symbols. Students were encouraged to be creative and go outside the box of simply writing

answers. A brainstorm session took place about what these outside the box answers could look

like. Suggestions were as follows: song lyrics, pictures, magazine cut outs, and symbols that

represented their thoughts (as long as they could explain them). After completion of the

one-pagers, students presented their work to the group. One student had drawings of shapes and

two different indications of Black Lives Matter (BLM) on her document. When questioned about

these choices, the student stated that the BLM acronym symbolizes all that Beyonce stands for

regarding equality for black people. Further, this student connected the article to a story they had

read in a previous class. The connection was standing up to racism, but the student stated that

they didn’t think people should have to show their worth in that way.

Novels

Students were asked to read one of two novels over the course of the three week research.

These books were chosen by the student and completed outside of class. After completion of the

book, students met with me individually to discuss what they had learned from the novels

(Appendix F). The first novel focused on a young black man who writes letters to Martin Luther

King, Jr. to try to understand the world he lives in. The student who read this novel stated that it

made him realize that he needed to think before speaking because his words may hurt someone,

even if it is not on purpose. It also made him realize there are a great deal of racially wrong

things going on in the world. Another student read a book about a young man, Jerome, who is

shot by a police officer who mistakes Jerome’s toy gun for a real gun. Jerome’s ghost meets

Emmitt Till and learns a great deal about the pain and sorrow black people have endured for
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years as well as the daughter of the officer who shot him. Together they work through the pain of

their deaths. The student who read this indicated that she was unaware of the history of violence

against black people and had no idea this hate went so far back in history. She stated that since

this book and the multimodal lessons we have worked through, she will try very hard not to

judge people based on the color of their skin.

Final Survey

At the end of the two week lesson period, students were given two different surveys. One

was a multiple choice survey regarding which mode of instruction they enjoyed the most and

which mode of instruction they felt was the most effective for their learning. I explained the

difference between the two questions (which did they like best and which did they think they

actually learned best from) before the students completed the survey.

The first line in the table indicates the choices on the top part of the survey (Table 2). The

second line indicates the mode the students enjoyed learning the most, and the third line is the

mode students felt that they best learned about the information in the multimodal lessons. The

end of the survey was an inquiry into what they learned about the Black culture. These answers

are numbered under the table below.

Three students felt that they enjoyed learning from the film the most. They said this was

because the film was engaging and interesting to watch and listen to.  One student stated she

enjoyed learning from children’s books the best because they are simplified and colorful. The

final focal student stated that she enjoyed the read aloud because of the audio involved as well as

the simplicity of the children’s book that was read.

When considering which mode of instruction the students felt was the most effective,

four out of five students chose the Newsela article as the one they felt taught them the most.
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They stated this because the information was more at their grade level and the audio listening

opportunity helped with overall comprehension of the article. One student stated that she felt the

film was still the most effective mode of learning for her.  She stated the same reasoning as why

she enjoyed the film as well: the film involved visual and auditory learning.

Table 2

Final Survey Results

Literary
Piece

Children’s
Book

Film YouTube
Read Aloud

Newsela Novel

Student
enjoyed the
most

1 3 1

Students felt
they learned
the most from

1 4

Students also responded to a question regarding what they had learned about Black

culture from these lessons. Their verbatim answers are as follows:

● “Black culture” to me is a lifestyle made of assumptions about black identity.

● I learned that they have gone through a lot in the past, and that they are still going

through a lot of difficult things today.

● They get treated a lot more differently than other races.

● I learned all of the different struggles they face in day to day life.

● Why they get easily worried about certain things-due to racial issues.

These answers mean that they have gained a great deal of knowledge during these

multimodal lessons in comparison to what they knew prior to starting the unit.  While they

previously believed that Black culture students were only that of the special education population
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for varying reasons, now they have gained the knowledge to understand true, more personal

information regarding this culture.

Final Questionnaire

The final questionnaire (Appendix H) concentrated on the general knowledge students

gained as well as how they could make a difference in their school and community based on this

knowledge. While reading through their final survey answers, I realized that students knew very

little about the Black community prior to these lessons. They indicated that they realized that

some students may be afraid to go to school or may feel judged. They expressed that the

knowledge they had gained helped them to understand more so what Black students go through

in their daily lives and to learn more about diversity overall. They indicated that standing up for

black students may take courage, but they are willing to do so. One student did indicate that he

didn’t think he would be able to stand up because he is not typically one to share his thoughts

with others besides his friends. The final thought about implementing knowledge into their

school community was to share their knowledge and information to create awareness and

equality.

Discussion

There were three main findings in this study. Students learned about what Black culture

has experienced; students learned that they both enjoyed and learned a great deal by reading

online articles with an audio reading - and they felt that they learned successfully through a

viewing of the film The Hate U Give (Tilman, 2018); and they discovered ways to begin to share

awareness in their own school community..

During the initial interviews, I determined that the students’ overall knowledge of Black

culture was minimal. They were not aware of the struggles that Black people go through, namely
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people around their age. As stated above, the exposure to this culture in our school has been that

of three students.  These students were either part of the special education program here or had

been held back two years due to family relocations. Their knowledge of Black culture was quite

limited.

When the students were given multimodal lessons throughout this research period, their

conversations and output activities showed that definite progress was being made toward

increased awareness of Black culture. These students learned of the struggles Black people had

gone through in a search for equity and fairness for basic rights. The students’ various

comprehension activities showed that they not only understood the material being presented, but

they also could show what they had learned in various ways while making connections to their

own world.

In terms of multimodal instruction, the students indicated three areas that positively

influenced their learning: film, children’s books, and the online article. All of these options

included an oral portion to the lesson whether the piece was read by one of their peers or whether

it was a formal presentation. This indicates that students enjoy a mode of learning that can be

heard as well as seen versus a mode that is simply read. I surmise that when there is an audio

version available, the pressure of reading the words for themselves takes the pressure of reading

off; moreover, unfamiliar words are pronounced correctly so those unfamiliar words do not

create the pressure to figure out, leading this researcher to believe that perhaps they knew the

words, but wouldn’t have known them without the audio reading. I believe with the removal of

the difficulty to read unknown words, reading itself is easier and knowledge is gained more

easily. Now that they have seen the words in print, and the words were enunciated correctly to

them, they could more easily recognize the word at a later date.
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The students reported that they believe they learned the most information from the

Newsela article about Beyonce (Associated Press, 2020). Four out of five of the students chose

this online Newsela article and one student chose the film The Hate U Give (Tillman, 2018). In

reviewing the comprehension activities for these two multimodal assignments, it occurred to me

that the real life connections, the details from the lessons, and the overall detail in their answers

were significant. They wrote quotes that impacted them in a way that enhanced their learning.

This was evident from the explanations given during interviews that followed. Again, both

modes of instruction had an audio version. As I stated above, it is my assertion that the audio

versions of these multimodal texts offer a pressure free way for students to read (because they

are following along while the audio is read in articles). Additionally, films, really both text and

film, create a means for learning that is stimulation through auditory and visual learning styles.

Another goal for these lessons was to challenge the students to implement changes in

their own school culture in terms of Black culture. Often during the lesson, I asked the students

how they could change their environment to raise awareness for the Black culture in their own

school. Their suggestions of how to implement change had a great deal to do with acceptance

and knowledge. Their suggestions for implementation were to make posters, talk to their friends,

and they discussed offering a club to discuss acceptance and inclusivity in their school. At the

end of this research, they were discussing an action plan to implement these changes.

Conclusion

The study of multimodal material helped students to learn about Black culture. This study

has also shown that when audio learning is incorporated with lessons (books, articles, etc) it is

not only deemed to be more effective by the students, but it is also more interesting to them as

well. My students learned that cultures can differ significantly in their struggle for equality and
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fairness in the world. Further, students were able to determine ways to share their knowledge

through educating others on the Black culture to create awareness of and attention to the different

values, traditions, and overall culture. At the end of this research study, students were discussing

ways in which to share the knowledge they had gained. They planned to create posters, form

groups to learn about different cultures, and talk to their friends to create awareness of

differences and similarities with people other than themselves.

This study has led me to take a look at the curriculum I use in my own reading classroom.

The feedback from the students regarding the use of audio versions of multimodal materials has

created awareness to myself and my colleagues surrounding the difficulty to read some high

level words. Through this awareness, we have begun talks during our Professional Learning

Community meetings to enhance learning for all students with audio recordings of our materials.

Multimodal texts have proven to be useful in learning through this study. I will continue

to incorporate these texts in my classroom going forward and will continue to look for new and

better ways to teach the students using multimodal lessons.

The need for culturally responsive lessons is essential as well. I will incorporate

multimodal texts and lessons into my curriculum to my students’ knowledge regarding many

cultures in the future.
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Appendix A

Informal, Whole Class Interview

Verbal interview questions and research notes.
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Appendix B

Children’s Books

Directions and student work for the children’s book lesson.

Figure A1. Directions for the activity.
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Figure A2. Student sample.
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Figure A3. Student sample.
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Figure A3. Student sample.
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Appendix C

Film

Directions and student work from the film.

Figure C1. Directions for the activity.
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Figure C2. Student sample.
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Appendix D

Online Article

Directions and student work for the online article.

Figure D1. Directions for the activity.
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Figure F2. Student sample.
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Appendix E

Read Aloud Books

Directions and samples of student work for the meme activity related to the online read

aloud children’s books.

Figure E1. Directions for the activity.
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Figure E2. Student Sample.

Figure E3. Student Sample.
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Appendix F

Novel Interviews

Figure F1. Interviews with students.
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Figure F2. Interviews with students.
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Appendix G

Final Student Instructional Survey

Figure G1. Student survey response.
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Figure G2. Student survey response.
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Figure G3. Student survey response.
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Figure G4. Student survey response.
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Figure G5. Student survey response.
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Appendix H

Final Survey

Figure H1. Student survey response.
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Figure H2. Student survey response.
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Figure H3. Student survey response.

\
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Appendix I

Foundations Class Lesson Plan - Black Culture

Figure I1. Introduction to Multiliteracy Diversity Lessons

Figure I2. Black Culture Unit.


